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Looking for a stylish and simple project? Create a fun 
and functional customized ribbon bookmark with just a 
glue gun, a button and corded elastic. Brother’s P-touch 
labeller has the ability to print directly onto ribbon, so 
you can personalize any pattern or message.

Time Required: 20 minutes
Skill Level: Beginner

MATERIALS REQUIRED 
 
• Brother P-touch label maker
• Ribbon cartridge(s)
• Decorative button(s) with a shank
• Coloured corded elastic 
• Glue gun
• Scissors
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1.   On your P-touch label maker, press the star button once until you see “Basic”, then press “OK”.  
Click the right arrow until you see “Shape”, then press “OK”.

   

2.  Press the right arrow until you reach the full heart, then press “OK”.

   

3.  Press the left-most “AAA” until you see “Florida”, then press “OK”. Type in “i love reading”.

      

MAKE A DECORATIVE RIBBON
Choose decorative shapes, a font, and any phrase to your liking..

INSTRUCTIONS 
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4.   Press the star button twice until you see “Pictograph”, then press “OK”.  
Click the right arrow until you see “School”, then press “OK”.

   

5.  Press the right arrow until you reach the book, then press “OK”.

   

6.   Press the green print button, then use the arrow to scroll the number of copies to “4”, then press “OK”. 
 (Adjust the number of copies printed based on the circumference of your book and the phrase  
you’re printing.)

INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D) 
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7.  Depress the green scissor button to cut the ribbon.

   

MAKE A DECORATIVE RIBBON
Instead of a phrase, print a decorative pattern on your ribbon.

8.  Press “Menu”, then click the right arrow until you see “Decorative”, then press “OK”.

   

9.  Press the right arrow until you reach “Pattern”, then press “OK”.

INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D) 
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10.  Use the right arrow to scroll until you reach a pattern you like, then press “OK”.

11.  Choose a “label length” using the right arrow based on the circumference of your book, then press “OK”.

12.  Press the green print button, then press “OK”. Depress the green scissor button to cut the ribbon.

INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D) 
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CREATE THE BOOKMARK
With some creative gluing, turn your ribbon into a bookmark.

13.   Wrap your ribbon around the circumference of your book, and trim it down to leave yourself  
anywhere from one to three inches between ends.

14.  Glue the top end of the ribbon back onto itself, creating a small loop for the elastic to feed through.

15.  Fold back the bottom end of the ribbon and glue it onto itself to prevent it from unraveling.

INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D) 
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16.   Glue the button onto the bottom ribbon end. Because you’re using a button with a shank, it leaves space for 
the elastic to fit comfortably around. 

17.   Cut the elastic to size, depending on the space between the two ribbon ends. Your elastic needs to circle 
through the top ribbon loop and around the button on the bottom ribbon end.

18.  Thread the elastic through the top ribbon loop, and glue it to itself, creating a circular elastic piece.

   

INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D) 
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19.  Loop the elastic over the bottom to complete your bookmark.

   

INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D) 
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With your newly created bookmark, you’ll never lose your page again!  
Make one for yourself and a bunch to give to all the book lovers in your life.


